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NAN RESPONSE TO PROVINCIAL BUDGET
THUNDER BAY, ON: Nishnawbe Aski Nation (NAN) Grand Chief Stan Beardy expressed his
disappointment and frustration with the Government of Ontario today over the provincial budget.
“This Ontario Government continues to ignore the legitimate aspirations of First Nations and
once again turns a blind eye to the serious issues in NAN territory. It is the resource development
in our traditional homelands and territories which will be driving Ontario’s economy over this
century, and yet Ontario has offered nothing in its budget to help First Nations benefit from that
development,” said Grand Chief Beardy.
The Grand Chief expressed dismay over the fact that the Ontario budget does not include a plan
to meet crucial infrastructure needs in Northern and Northwestern Ontario and will do little to
support First Nation involvement in the mining sector.
“We have clearly stated over and over to this government that our First Nations must benefit
from activities in our territories. There is a critical need for education and training so that our
First Nations may develop the skills to participate in the emergent economy,”
The Grand Chief also reminded Ontario about NAN First Nation opposition to Bill 191, The Far
North Act, which received Royal Assent last fall. The new legislation does not allow any new
development in NAN First Nation territories until First Nations complete land use plans.
However, once again, the Province has not committed the financial resources needed to complete
those plans, tying the hands of both the resource companies as well as First Nations.
“The Ontario Government has to stop ignoring the legitimate concerns of First Nations and their
cries to address the socio-economic disparity between Aboriginal People in Ontario’s North, and
the rest of Ontarians. This budget treat NAN First Nations as insignificant to Ontario, when in
fact, NAN territory covers two thirds of Ontario’s land mass and contains some of the most
numerous and richest mineral deposits in the world. It’s time to pay attention to us,” said Grand
Chief Beardy.
Nishnawbe Aski Nation is a political territorial organization representing 49 First Nation
communities in James Bay Treaty 9 and Ontario portions of Treaty 5 – an area covering two
thirds of the province of Ontario.
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